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Our philosophy
For me the wedding story is not just a ceremony and a party. The wedding is a story of
a couple who invite all the importand people on their lives, to celebrate with them the bonding
as a married couple together.
It consists of people, feelings, but also great decorations and setups.
The goal of my videos is to silently capture all these above.
My style of filming can be described as Documentary Wedding Videography.

Event coverage
Ideally, we are filming most of the events that have to do with the wedding, besides the “big day”.

A dinner with family, a party with friends the day before, or a branch the day after,
would give me the full story of your wedding and I could give you

the full experience of what has happened.

Usually, there are two cameramen filming the event (myself included). 
This is because always in weddings,there are several things happening at the same time in different locations,

such as couple’s preparations, couple’s photos, while guests are having their coctail hour etc.
Also, there are critical moments during ceremony or receptionwhere one camera has to shoot the action

while the other one the reactions, orsomething more artistic etc.

Side-event shootings
I always prompt my couples to have an extra session of shooting, some other day than the actual wedding
day. Just me and them.
It might sound weird to “pose” for the video. But it’s something else but posing.
It give us the opportunity to get to know each other better, bond, describe me your story as a couple.
Just for a walk. At that time, I’ll have the opportunity to capture some great footage of the two of you,
while you’re having some nice little “moments” with each other, that makes the final video look stunning.

Final Videos
The final videos that my clients get from me, is the movie - your wedding movie - in

an approximately 30 minutes video.
My goal is not to produce a 2 hours, boring video that you would not watch more than a couple of times.

The goal is a video that flows, that has all the nice and special moments, edited cleverly and
will keep the audience’s interest throughout the length and will make you want to watch it over

and over.
Additionally, I’m making a 2-3 minutes short trailer that you can share with friends and family easier.
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PLATINUM PACKAGΕ
Filming by two videographrers 

Pre-wedding party - gathering with friends (approx. 4-5 hours filming) 
-OR- 

Two hour session with the couple. 
Full wedding day 

12+ hours coverage 
(couple’s preparations - ceremony - party) 

Editing: 
- The trailer 

- The movie (30-40 minutes) 
Final videos in a USB in a box with 10 stills from the video printed 

(3 Gift boxes) 
 

Cost: 3800 euros 

GOLD PACKAGE
Filming by two videographrers Wedding day shooting (10-12 hours 

coverage) 
(couple’s preparations - ceremony - party) 

Editing: 
- The trailer 

- The movie (approx. 20-30 min) 
Final videos in a USB in a box with 10 stills from the video printed 

(Gift box) 
Cost: 3200 euros



e ant ore
Raw Footage

The footage of the ceremony, speeches and party lightly edited from both cameras, with natural sound.
ost   euros

Extra events on seperate dates

Overtime
o matter which package you chose in first place, we can extend the hours that we’ll stay at the party.

ost   euros per hour

Extra videographer - Drone operator
o matter if it’s a huge or a small wedding, a third videographer that could give us extra great footage, either aerial

or even a different angle during the events is always a bonus.
ost   euros

Delivery in DVD / Bluray disc
Following the modern way that people watch videos, I deliver my work online, in a secure server that will

keep your videos for a lifetime, with menus (download free also).
ometimes though, we might have some relative who has no usage of web services and needs the

old-fashion way of  watching.
ost   euros 

Privacy
ord-of-mouth, internet and social media are priceless ways for me to communicate my work to the public and

possible new clients.

rivacy fee   euros 

A  T  AB   T I U  AT 2

A coctail party or a dinner the day before, a boat tour with friends, even a branch the day after 
completes the story and gives us extra great footage other than the typical one.

Cost: 300 - 600 euros (according to the complexity of the event, cameras needed etc.)



Fre uently s e  uestions F
- Do you use drone/ do we need a drone? 

The recent years, lots of videographers use drone for weddings. I have to admit that the shots you can get from
a drone are uite impressive. ou can get an epic shot from the wedding setup and decoration or a great
shot of the fireworks during first dance or bride’s entrance.
But...
It has some important disadvantages as well.
Firstly, it occupies one operator, during the action, just for one shot. If there are two operators in total and one is
responsible of the drone, then the other should have all the action. hich means the couple, the reactions, a wide
shot, a close-up... etc. hich may and up missing something. That’s why, I always propose of hiring a third person,
a professional drone operator.
Don’t forget that we are filming a wedding here. Not a movie. 
If a have to choose between a reaction and an aerial cinematic shot, I’d go for the first. Throughout time, it would
be more valuable than an extra wide, long aerial shot. et alone the fact that what you may see from above, may
not always be nice.

- Do we choose the music for our video? 
I make videos for my clients. For you. ot for myself, not for competitions or my blog. If a couple wants to participate
in the choice of music, I’m willing to listen to their choices, tell my opinion on that, if I feel that they won’t match
for a wedding, but the final call is yours.
Most of the videos you see on my blog are my chioces, since couples trust me as a film-maker and my taste in
music and they never regret it.

- How long after our wedding should we expect our video? 
hile filming a wedding is maybe the best part in our job, editing is the most significant but tough at the same time.

It’s all the work that you don’t see, but it takes many hours to complete, even weeks. And it’s a period that we
should be creative as well, since it’s not like correcting colors or picking the nice shots. It’s “making the story”.

uring the wedding high season, May to ctober, we travel all the time, since most of the weddings we film
are not in Athens, our base, and it’s really difficult, almost immpossible, to be productive and creative, in terms of
editing.
That’s why the delivery time of a wedding is usually between 4-6 months after the event.

- Why do we get our videos online? What happened to DVDs? 
s are a fading technology that modern couples don’t use, let alone their children. verybody are watching online

or by connecting a U B to their T  set.
eeping up with the new technologies, we are using a special server for uploading our videos, in order to have

high uality aesthetic with  menus in combination with ease of use.
All videos can be downloaded and they remain to the server forever.

owever, if you still need the videos to  or Bluray disc, we still can offer this to you.

- We really want you to film our wedding day!!! What do we do next?
aving someone pick you as the right person to capture one of the best days in their life is trully an honor.
ince you came up to this decision, all we have to do is make the contract that we’ll both sign. To secure 

the booking of the day, there sould be a first deposit of 3  of the amount. Then, according to our cotract
you’ll be guided on how we proceed. 
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Thanks for your interest around my work.
Feel free to contact me for uestions or any further information.

I’d be glad to discuss with you further details in person. 

ontacts
mobile. 3   2 2 
phone. 3  2   2 
skype-id  ndspieluhr

e-mail  info iliketomovieit.gr
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